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Abstract 
There is a struggle nowadays to make traffic less dependent on people. Numerous traffic situations and elements 
highlight the importance of a background navigational database in the memory of autonomous cars to reach higher 
safety. The autonomous car needs the same amount of information as a human driver. The background software ought 
to work synchronously with the sensors of the car as the meaning of a sensor-perceived element is the same as an 
element in the database. The real-time perception of the vehicle can provide information about the spatial validity of 
each traffic sign. That’s why there is a need for distinctive attributes for each sign. These help to decide in junctions, on 
roads with multiple lanes, overpasses, and in other risky situations whether the sign is relevant to us or not. This theory 
is built in the ‘CarNav’ C# software that applies real-time GPS connection and the prepared database. 
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INTRODUCTION – BRIEFLY ABOUT AUTONOMOUS DRIVING 

Perhaps the most important invention of the 19-20th century is the automobile. Citizens throughout the world use 
vehicles daily for different purposes (Thrun 2010).The first plans of self-driving cars emerged early, nearly parallel with 
the start of car manufacturing. An autonomous vehicle is able to perceive the objects in its surroundings. It is achieved 
with the help of different sensors: long, short and medium-range radars, LiDARs, cameras, ultrasound devices and 
GNSS technologies (Figure 1). Using this perceived data, the vehicle can navigate individually without human 
intervention, as well as identifying obstacles and different traffic elements (Silverio 2019, Guang et al. 2018). 
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Figure 1. Essential elements perceiving the environment of an autonomous car (Wendt and Cook 2018) 

However, the reliability of this identification is an important matter. The human driver can easily process even the large 
number of elements thanks to the experience and knowledge on rules. The perceiving process of an autonomous car can 
be easily harmed by outer effects: a large tree or a tall vehicle hides the important traffic sign, the sign is broken or just 
stolen. In these cases, the perception-based sensors lose inevitable information and may cause risky situations. Our 
preceding studies propose a suggestion for these situations (Pál et al. 2019, Elek et al. 2019).  

WHAT IS CARNAV AND WHAT IS ITS CONCEPT? 

Although autonomous transport and driving can be more easily used in large, open areas (e.g. countryside motorways 
and highways) large cities and densely built-in areas lack the solution of creating safe conditions for autonomous 
driving. We proposed a passive background cartographic database (DB). This is a relational DB that has tables with 
traffic signs, a street map of Budapest and GPS measured data. A Postgres/PostGIS database was created from these 
tables (Elek 2011). 

The CarNav is a C# application that uses this spatial database to help the automated vehicle in navigation. Our 
hypothesis that a live digital map in the background memory of the self-driving car can enhance safer transport. The 
environment where cars, other vehicles and pedestrians move is very complex, and its elements are continuously in a 
relation with each other. These relations and events are processed by the human driver in normal circumstances, but 
autonomous cars have their sensors to do it. The dynamic and static traffic conditions are highly depended on the 
density of built-in areas and these mean a struggle for automated driving as the number of objects to be perceived is 
increased. The detected elements and situations are communicated to the main computer of the vehicle that handles it 
and modifies its route according to them. But there might be some extraordinary situations – especially in the 
aforementioned highly built-in territories where GPS signals are quite unreliable sometimes – when the car simply does 
not detect something, or it is unable to handle the information. Risky situations for automated vehicles are related to this 
missing of action: e.g. in case of suddenly appearing pedestrians, missing traffic signs and unidentifiable objects. 

The digital map of CarNav tries to help self-driving cars in these situations by using a dataset of traffic signs in its 
spatial tables. The chosen sample area of the database is the inner city of Budapest, Hungary in order to simulate the 
density and difficult traffic situations. The traffic signs were located and measured by an RTK-GPS device that 
basically ensures a few centimetres accuracy. More than 600 elements were recorded this way (Figure 2). This dataset 
was connected with the newly produced vector street map of Budapest. The C# application is connected with a GPS 
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device, and shows the current position of a car on the map. When we approach an element of the database (e.g. a stop 
sign), the software sends a warning to the car’s main computer. 

 

Figure 2. The sample area with the measured database elements (on an OpenStreetMap background). 

This warning is redundant in most of the times, because the sensors of the car may perceive a large percentage of traffic 
elements. But the aforementioned risky situations may lead the car to miss or misinterpret some elements. In this case, 
redundancy can be lifesaver as the CarNav warns the car with the data from its background spatial DB. The reliability 
of the software is highly depended on the accuracy of the GPS measurements and the age (last update) of the database. 

TRAFFIC ELEMENTS AND ATTRIBUTES OF THE NAVIGATIONAL DATABASE 

The Postgres spatial database of CarNav is consisted of six tables: bpblocks, bpdistrict, bpmaintstreets, bpstreets, 
traffic_table and traffic_table_codes. The bpblocks contains the built-in areas and the bpdistricts is consisted of the 
district boundaries of Budapest. Table bpmainstreets are the main routes and important roads highlighted in the city, 
while bpstreets is made up by all streets that are accessible by car. 

The elements of bpstreets, traffic_table and traffic_table_codes have the highest importance during (autonomous) 
driving as they contain essential cartographic data. 

Table bpstreets 

This table was edited for all Budapest area. It is a line graph of Budapest’s streets. The base for gathering and producing 
this enormous dataset was OpenStreetMap (OSM), where many vector street features can be found and downloaded. 
The OSM street map was then repaired and extended with the help of Google Maps and satellite images. As the 
database is made only for autonomous vehicles, only elements that are accessible by car were recorded. 

The geometry of bpstreets is stored in an SHP file (Figure 3). This file was connected then to the Postgres database as a 
table. Every feature of this layer is considered as a potential place for car traffic. As our position is essential for the 
determination of an approaching traffic sign, there are two attributes that are recorded in this table. Attribute name 
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contains the name of the streets. It is connected to the traffic_tables spatial table as every traffic sign is valid only on the 
certain road that we are driving on. If the live GPS connection of CarNav shows that we are on e.g. József Attila street, 
only the traffic signs relevant to this street appear as a ‘warning’ for the car. Attribute one_way indicates if a street is 
only available for one-way traffic. This is important because of the various location of traffic signs on these streets: the 
start of a one-way street is always marked by a sign, and the end is marked by another sign that prohibits the car from 
advancing. Every other traffic element on these streets are valid only for the entry direction. 

 

Figure 3. Elements of table bpstreets (red) and bpdistricts (green) 

Table traffic_tables 

This table includes every measured traffic element on the sample area (inner city of Budapest, Figure 2). This table 
stores the geometry of each point feature, the street that the sign is valid on (connected with table bpstreets) and the 
code of the traffic sign (connected with table traffic_table_codes). These attributes ensure that one sign is only valid for 
only one street – practically for the street on which the car drives. 

During the RTK measurements we struggled to reach the highest accuracy as possible. The southern sides of the roads 
in the sample area produced less precise measurements because the sky was hidden by tall buildings. Eventually the 
error limit did not exceed 1 meter anywhere. This is enough for the vehicle, because there is a buffer zone around every 
measured traffic elements in which the warning is available for the main software of the car. We have tried to acquire 
free data (e.g. point clouds, databases of road maintenance companies) to provide the dataset for all Budapest, but 
unfortunately, we did not succeed. 

Table traffic_table_codes 

This table does not have any geometry. It has a primary key that is connected to table traffic_tables. The other attribute 
is the name of the measured traffic element. There are 32 types of elements (mainly signs) recorded in the database 
(Figure 4, Table 1). 
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Figure 4. The traffic sign types that were recorded in the database. Their names can be found in Table 1 

Table 1. The recorded types of traffic signs 

ID Name  ID Name  ID Name 

0 Cyclists prohibited  15 Driving faster is prohibited  30 Begin of a speed limit zone 
1 Warning for a danger  16 Disabled parking site  31 Multi-lane road 
2 Multi-lane road with bus lane  17 Settlement information sign  32 End of a speed limit zone 
3 Mandatory direction  18 Turning left prohibited  33 Uncontrolled crossroad warning 
4 Begin of a parking zone  19 Parking house  34 Stop and give way to all drivers 
5 Parking prohibited  20 Road with one-way traffic  35 Warning for a curve to the right 
6 Entry prohibited  21 End of the priority road  36 Warning for a bad road surface 
7 Give way to all drivers  22 Entry prohibited  37 Parking is allowed 
8 Bus stop  23 Begin of weight limit zone    
9 Taxi stop  24 End of weight limit zone    
10 Warning for a road narrowing  25 Pedestrian crossing    
11 Warning for roadworks  26 End of pedestrian path    
12 Parking and stopping prohibited  27 Warning for a traffic light    
13 Traffic light  28 Mandatory direction for buses    
14 Begin of a priority road  29 Buses prohibited    

 

The CarNav software shows the real-time position of the car in the vector map and makes the warning possible using 
icons. The search radius is pre-set for 30 metres, as cars in the left side of a multi-lane road also need the sign 
information on the right side of the road. When we reach this search radius during driving, an icon of the referenced 
traffic sign appears in the upper right corner of the software window. This simulates the warning of CarNav. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Our CarNav software is one of the projects and research topics about increasing the safe driving with cars operating 
without human intervention. We tried to propose a cartographic-GIS solution for the unreliability of autonomy in 
densely built-in areas. 
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The chosen sample area and the recorded traffic elements shows the diversity that an autonomous vehicle has to 
struggle with. We suppose that a passive background cartographic database can produce mostly redundant data that is 
able to save lifes in risky situations. We tried to build up a multi-table database that focuses on traffic situations that can 
affect the transport of a self-driving car. 

We hope that our presumptions and solution proposals reach the big manufacturing companies who have the capability 
of producing traffic element databases with less effort by the use of different sensors throughout the cities. It is very 
important, that tables consisting traffic elements have to be refreshed regularly, as many signs are valid only for a short 
period of time – e.g. road construction. The developing technology of autonomy and the communication between self-
driving cars may lead to the semi-automated update of these databases – beyond inevitable human check. 
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